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빈칸에 넣을 수 있는 가장 적절한 표현을 고르시오[01-11] .

01. Susan’s bags are almost ready for her trip. She 

 for Korea later this evening. We’ll say good-bye to 

her  before she  .

ㅡ has left will go① 

ㅡ is leaving goes② 

ㅡ left went③ 

ㅡ will leave will go④ 

ㅡ leaves will go⑤ 

02. I think that we’re all mentally : those of us 

outside ㅡ  only hide it a little better and maybe not 

all that much better, after all. We’ve all known people who 

talk to themselves and people who have some hysterical  fear.

ㅡ strong the institutions① 

ㅡ obnoxious the schools② 

ㅡ ambivalent everyday life③ 

ㅡ good the normal④ 

ㅡ ill the asylums⑤ 

03. Younghee drove three hundred kilometers to see the 

circus in Seoul. When she got there, she could not find the 

circus. It  the city. She  all the way to Seoul 

for nothing.

ㅡ was leaving were driving① 

ㅡ was leaving had driven② 

ㅡ had left had driven③ 

ㅡ had left were driving④ 

ㅡ left were driving⑤ 

04. In mountainous areas, melting snow in the spring runs 

downhill into streams and rivers. The water carries with it 

sediment, that is, small particles of soil and rock. In the 

spring, mountain rivers become cloudy rather than clear 

because .

ice is the frozen water① 

mountain tops are covered with sediment② 

the water is contaminated with dirt③ 

the water from melting snow brings sediment to the rivers④ 

water springs converge to the rivers⑤ 

05. Despite his international celebrity, John never let any of 

it go to his head. He dined with kings, counseled presidents 

and signed autographs for athletes and movie stars. But 

, rarely raised his voice and remained 

unfailingly polite and conscious of his responsibilities.

he never pulled rank① 

he hardly realized his faults② 

he didn’t stop at anything③ 

he never missed the point④ 

he always knew his position⑤ 

06. Americans fear that Mr. Trump, who ran on a pledge of 

mass deportation, will remove humane  from 

immigration enforcement.

suffering① 

harmony② 

alternative③ 

discretion④ 

reinforcement⑤ 

07. The academy is accustomed to unconventional behavior 

form Nobel laureates, who do not always exhibit unalloyed 

joy when they get the notifying telephone call. Some are 

scared; some seem almost irritated; some instruct their 

spouses to say they cannot come to the phone; some 

.

are so thankful that they would scream① 

want to display their other talents② 

affect an air of carefree indifference③ 

display strong sense of approval④ 

express their gratitudes with silence⑤ 

08. In comparison to the national economy’s size, South 

Korea’s ranking on Transparency International’s Corruption 

Perceptions Index is poor, coming in at only 37 (in a ranking 

with 1 as least corrupt). This is a country where inviting 

people for meals, giving gifts and attending (and making 

cash offerings at) funerals and weddings have been used as 

forms of soft bribery for so long that the government had to 

pass a law last year aimed at  these practices.

curbing① acknowledging②  inhabiting③ 

encouraging④ reinvestigating⑤ 

09. When North Koreans make the break for South Korea 

they arrive in a world that is completely foreign. Koreans 

may consider themselves brothers and sisters but there is 

little shared between them  history and the desire 

for reunification. 

including① in spite② so long as③ 

together with④ apart from⑤ 
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10. If you have a bucket-list destination, but the timing isn’t 

right to leave directly after the wedding, wait. Your 

honeymoon isn’t just like any other getaway, and it’s a good 

idea to defer it to when you  to the place you’re 

dreaming about.

can reconsider the facts① 

can decide how to go② 

can get more informations③ 

can take the time to travel④ 

can be sure that you want to go⑤ 

11. A man walks in  the street, opens a portfolio of 

drawings, and there, mixed in with the jumble of routine 

low-value items, is a long-lost work by Leonardo da Vinci.

from ① about② off③ 

by④ around⑤ 

밑줄 친 어휘와 가장 유사한 표현을 고르시오[12] .

12. What has drawn the most ire is the first exhibit at the 

museum, which does not reflect the reality to the people’s 

mind

discomfort① praise②  disappointment③ 

anger④ opinion④ 

다음 글을 읽고 답하시오[13-33] .

13-14

 Feminists’ critique of male power has long been 

caricatured as hatred of men. But it is feminists whose 

fight is motivated by the belief that men can be better, if 

we can make clear that they, too, benefit from a safer, 

more equal and more just world. We have little choice but 

ㅡ to try men still control so much, and besides, many of 

us love them. Our intimate lives, where we are the most 

vulnerable and the least rational, are the hardest to 

reconcile with politics. And the very idea that men and 

women can and should be equal partners is only a 

generation or two old. Most of us, even now, are just 

making it up as we go along.

13. Which of the following CANNOT be inferred from the 

above passage?

Feminism believes that woman are superior to men.① 

Feminism is relatively a recent idea.② 

Feminism were often misunderstood as haters of men.③ 

Feminist reality often betrays its ideal.④ 

Feminist ideal is still to be achieved.⑤ 

14. Which can best replace the underlined vulnerable?

burdened① helpless②      demonstrated③ 

distorted④ antagonizing⑤ 

15-18

 The real objection to capital punishment doesn’t lie 

against the actual extermination of the condemned, but 

against our brutal American habit of putting it off so long. 

, every one of us must die soon or late, and a 

murderer, it must be assumed, is one who makes that sad 

fact the cornerstone of his metaphysic. But it is one thing 

to die, and quite another thing to lie for long months and 

even years under the shadow of death. No sane man would 

choose such a finish. All of us, despite the Prayer Book, 

long for a swift and unexpected end. Unhappily, a 

murderer, under the irrational American system, is 

tortured for what, to him, must seem a whole series of 

eternities. For months on end he sits in prison while his 

lawyers carry on their idiotic buffoonery with writs, 

injunctions, mandamuses, and appeals. In order to get his 

money (or that of his friends) they have to feed him with 

hope. Now and then, by the imbecility of a judge or some 

trick of juristic science, they actually justify it. But let us 

say that, his money all gone, they finally throw up their 

hands. Their client is now ready for the rope or the chair. 

But he must still wait for months before it fetches him.

15. What would be the best expression for the blank?

Therefore① Nevertheless②      Unfortunately③ 

However④ After all⑤ 

16. Which of the following CANNOT be inferred from the 

given passage?

American capital punishment system is not reasonable.① 

Leaving anyone to wait for his/her death for such a long ② 

time is cruel.

No one wants a sudden, unanticipated death.③ 

Lawyers are part of irrational American juristic system.④ 

The Prayer Book is against the swift and unexpected ⑤ 

death.

17. Which can best replace the underlined imbecility?

irrelevance① stupidity② intelligence③ 

miscalculation④ corruption⑤ 

18. What would be the writer’s attitude towards American 

juristic system?

sarcastic① furious② supportive③ 

sympathetic④ pedantic⑤ 
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19-21

 In medical usage, a “placebo” is a treatment that has no 

specific physical or chemical action on the condition being 

treated, but is given to affect symptoms by a psychologic 

mechanism, rather than a purely physical one. Ethicists 

believe that placebos necessarily involve a partial or 

complete deception by the doctor,  the patient is 

allowed to believe that the treatment has a specific effect. 

They seem unaware that placebos, far from being 

inert(except in the rigid pharmacological sense), are among 

the most powerful agents known to medicine. It can 

strengthen the weak or paralyze the strong, transform 

sleeping, feeding, or sexual patterns, remove or induce a 

vast array of symptoms, mimic or abolish the effect of 

very powerful drugs. It can even alter the functions of 

most organs.

19. Which of the following CANNOT be inferred from the 

above passage?

“Placebo” is a medical treatment based on the patient’s ① 

psychology.

Some people believe that “placebo” is wrong because it is ② 

a lie.

“Placebo” is actually an effective method to some patients.③ 

“Placebo” has no effect on the patient’s physical ④ 

conditions.

The writer of the passage supports the use of “placebo.”⑤ 

20. Which can best replace the underlined inert?

indolent ① affective②        rejuvenated③ 

detrimental④ optimistic⑤ 

21. What would be the best expression for the blank?

but ① and ②        since③ 

despite④ as long as⑤ 

22-25

 The mass media serves as an important part of the 

cultural context in which women experience eating 

disorders. The consequences of an eating disorder include 

harm not only to their physical bodies through severe 

dieting, strenuous exercise, or purging, but harm to their 

emotional well-being. Eating disordered women become 

caught up in feelings of unworthiness and low self-esteem, 

which then succeeds only in driving them to become even 

more thin in order to have control over their own bodies. 

Research shows that there is a correlation between the 

amount of media exposure one has and body 

dissatisfaction. Studies often point to the media’s portrayal 

of an unattainable cultural ideal as having a[n] Ⓐ

 impact on females’ self-perception of their own 

bodies, as well as Ⓑ  their self-esteem. Some 

females inaccurately perceive the shape of their own body 

due to a dualistic combination of lowered self-esteem and 

perfectionist values that may have been instilled through 

familial relations or other primary groups. There are many 

industries profiting off of this unrealistic body model. The 

cosmetic surgery industry is profiting at an all-time high. 

Women are paying over six billion dollars for purely 

cosmetic surgeries. Many women are spending an 

extraordinary amount of money to subject themselves to 

unnecessary surgery, which includes the use of anesthetics 

and oftentimes invasive procedures that require long 

recovery times, only to look more like our society’s 

cultural ideal, which is significantly below a health weight 

according to the medical model.

22. Which pair of words best completes and ?Ⓐ Ⓑ

ㅡ negative pulling down① 

ㅡ overwhelming upholding② 

ㅡ ineligible heightening③ 

ㅡ enormous demanding④ 

ㅡ bad condemning⑤ 

23. What is the side effect of using anesthetics in cosmetic 

surgery?

Anesthetics makes plastic surgery unnecessary.① 

It summons women to spend enormous money.② 

It causes eating disorders.③ 

It requires long recovery time after surgery.④ 

It makes women find an alternative way to imitate the ⑤ 

role model reflected on TV.

24. Which of the following is NOT TRUE for the eating 

disordered women?

They usually do extreme dieting.① 

They construct their own body images autonomously and ② 

multidimensionally.

They are spending lots of money for unrequired plastic ③ 

surgery.

They may perceive their own images through perfectionist ④ 

values inculcated from outside.

None of the above.⑤ 
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25. Which of the following statements is NOT TRUE for 

above passage?

Women who are dissatisfied with the shape of their own ① 

bodies usually do exercise strenuously.

The cosmetic surgery industry gets high profit nowadays.② 

Mass media advertises the improbable type of female ③ 

body.

Women’s eating disorders are quite natural in the present ④ 

age.

None of the above⑤ 

26-28

 New Islamic State efforts to sow terror in Europe are 

pushing counterterrorism authorities to their limits. A call 

by Islamic State leaders for their followers to plan and 

carry out independent strikes against Europe bodes ill for 

efforts to stem the violence, officials and analysts say, 

given the practical barriers to constantly monitoring a 

ㅡ large pool of potential attackers. Europe’s open borders 

ㅡ a cherished centerpiece of the European Union also 

make potential attackers more mobile than security 

authorities. Top security authorities have increasingly taken 

to warning citizens that Europe will never be fully without 

the risk of terrorism. The painful regularity of the attacks 

has fueled support for far-right politicians who want to 

reinstate national borders and restrict the flow of migrants 

ㅡ to Europe steps that would challenge the basic future of 

the European Union. European information about security 

threats is fragmented into several databases, making it 

difficult to piece together a full picture of suspects. The 

dangers may be increasing as Islamic State leaders shift 

tactics, calling for followers to attack Europe even without 

direct contact with the terrorist group.

26. Which can best replace the underlined stem?

inspire① stop② fire③ 

support④ destroy⑤ 

27. What would be the best title for the above passage?

“Islamic State’s Endless Efforts of Terrorism”① 

“How to Decrease Terrorism in Europe”② 

“What Makes It Difficult to Spread Terrorism in Europe?”③ 

“The Questionable Counterterrorism in Europe”④ 

“Europe May Face a Grim Future with Terrorism as a ⑤ 

Fact of Life”

28. Which of the following statements is NOT TRUE for the 

above passage?

Islamic State has changed its tactics of terrorism.① 

Repeated terrorist attacks have inflamed the support for ② 

far-right politicians.

Open borders may make counter-terrorist activities ③ 

difficult.

The European information databases can be unified ④ 

whenever it is necessary.

Small  scale terrorism of Islamic State can happen easily.⑤ 

29-30

 A way to cool the planet from greenhouse gases while 

simultaneously repairing the ozone layer has been 

developed by scientists. Researchers identified an aerosol 

suitable for something called solar geoengineering: a 

radical method of cooling the planet. The cooling effects of 

solar geoengineering have previously been observed 

following volcanic eruptions; however, the planet cooling 

effects of the sulfate aerosols emitted in the eruptions also 

produce sulfuric acid that is damaging to the ozone. By 

modelling stratospheric chemistry, the researchers found 

that calcite could be used to counter ozone damage by 

neutralizing acids. “Injecting” the aerosol into the 

stratosphere would both cool the planet and reverse the 

effects of ozone damage. “This research is a turning point 

and an important step in analyzing and reducing certain 

risks of solar geoengineering,” said David Keith, the first 

author of the paper. Ⓐ  the success of the research, 

the scientists warn that solar geoengineering Ⓑ          

 be seen as a solution to climate change.

29. Which pair of words best completes and ?Ⓐ Ⓑ

ㅡ Despite should not① 

ㅡ Notwithstanding might not② 

ㅡ With all may③ 

ㅡ Over all could not④ 

ㅡ Though must⑤ 

30. Which of the following best summarizes the above 

passage?

Scientists find out the hidden mechanism of cooling ① 

system.

Injecting sulfuric acid is harmful to the ozone.② 

Scientists develop aerosol to repair ozone layer.③ 

Solar geoengineering is an ultimate solution to damages ④ 

of the earth.

Solar geoengineering has been documented by observing ⑤ 

volcanic eruptions.
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31-33

 The origin of the veil in Saudi Arabia is unknown. The 

most accepted theory about the specific veiling practices in 

Saudi Arabia is that when the eastern coastal areas were 

under Turkish control, women of high social standing wore 

veils, probably to protect their complexion against the 

brutality of the desert sun. Another theory is that when 

Bedouin tribes made war on each other and raided the 

livestock of the rival tribe, the women were veiled so that 

the beautiful ones would bot be carried off with the goats. 

Others said Bedouin women were such fierce fighters in 

theses raids that, by a code of desert chivalry, women 

were veiled as a form of identity and kept out of battle so 

the intrepid men were spared the risk of fighting them. 

Regardless of the veil’s origins, today few Saudi women are 

allowed by their men outside the house without a veil. The 

rule applies to women in all social classes. In public, 

women lose all personality and individuality to become so 

many black blobs gliding down the street. Each is covered 

in black, her face masked behind impenetrable black 

gauze. In the eyes of a Westerner, the veil is starkly 

symbolic of a woman’s subservience to man in all areas of 

Saudi life. It sets the tone of a woman’s confinement and 

states her total dependence on the male members of her 

family, who regulate her  ability to function as a member of 

society.

31. What would be the best title for the above passage?

“The Theoretical History of Saudi Arabian Women”① 

“The Veil in Saudi Arabia: Myth and Reality”② 

“The Origin of the Veil for Saudi Arabian Women”③ 

“The Mystery of Veil”④ 

“Various Theories of the Veil in Saudi Arabia”⑤ 

32. Which can best replace the underlined intrepid?

respectful① dominating② involuntary③ 

chivalrous④ fearless⑤ 

33. Whose point of view is represented in the underlined 

sentence in the concluding section of the above passage? 점(4 )

Saudi women’s① 

Saudi men’s② 

Asian men’s③ 

Westerners’④ 

All of the above⑤ 


